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Spatiotemporal GMM for Background
Subtraction with Superpixel Hierarchy
Mingliang Chen, Xing Wei, Qingxiong Yang, Qing Li,
Gang Wang, and Ming-Hsuan Yang
Abstract—We propose a background subtraction algorithm using hierarchical
superpixel segmentation, spanning trees and optical flow. First, we generate
superpixel segmentation trees using a number of Gaussian Mixture Models
(GMMs) by treating each GMM as one vertex to construct spanning trees. Next, we
use the M-smoother to enhance the spatial consistency on the spanning trees and
estimate optical flow to extend the M-smoother to the temporal domain.
Experimental results on synthetic and real-world benchmark datasets show that
the proposed algorithm performs favorably for background subtraction in videos
against the state-of-the-art methods in spite of frequent and sudden changes of
pixel values.
Index Terms—Background modeling, superpixel hierarchy, minimum spanning
tree, tracking, optical flow
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INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND modeling is one of the most extensively studied
topics in computer vision [1], [2], [3], [4]. It is usually used as a preprocessing step in numerous vision applications including video
surveillance, event detection, and human-computer interface, to
name a few. The increasing use of mobile phones has motivated
the development of background subtraction methods in moving
cameras, and recent methods [5], [6] using motion estimation for
compensating the camera motion have demonstrated its effectiveness in background subtraction. However, the application domains
are limited to rather strict assumptions such as low scene complexity. It remains a challenging problem to develop efficient and
robust background subtraction algorithms, with the assumption of
static cameras, to account for dynamic background, lighting
changes and cluttered scenes. In this paper, we propose a real-time
background subtraction algorithm using spatiotemporal cues from
videos and demonstrate its effectiveness against the state-of-the-art
methods on benchmark datasets.

1.1

Related Work

Background subtraction algorithms can be broadly categorized based
on pixels [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], block features [15], [16],
[17], [18], [19], [20], regions [21], [22], [23], [24], clustering [25], [26],
superpixels [27], [28], [29], [30], and hybrid cues [31], [32], [33].
Pixel based methods model pixel appearance by parametric
probability density functions such as a mixture of Gaussians [8], or
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non-parametric approaches such as kernel density estimation functions [7], [9] and histograms of the historical pixel values [13].
While these methods and variants [10], [11], [12], [14] have been
shown to be able to distinguish foreground and background pixels
efficiently, they are sensitive to inevitable irregular background
changes such as sudden illumination changes and camera jitter.
Block features such as Local Binary Patterns (LBP) [16], [17], [18],
[20] are developed based on local textures around a pixel to alleviate the effects of variant illuminations. However, they are less
robust to frequent appearance changes of pixels. Region based
methods consider spatial correlation to refine the raw pixel level
classification and alleviate foreground aperture using region level
background models [22] or foreground shape models [24]. Clustering based methods [25], [26] subtract the background with cluster
density estimation to cope with slight movements in the background. Hybrid cues based approaches [31], [32], [33] have been
proposed to combine the advantages of various cues in which spatial texture and temporal motion cues are used. In this work, we
propose an algorithm to synergistically integrate efficient pixel
based modality by using GMMs with spatiotemporal cues for
robust background subtraction.
The spatiotemporal constraints for GMMs have been shown as
robust to sudden changes in [34]. In [35], a compact representation
of texture and motion patterns in each block of the video frame is
developed to account for appearance changes caused by background motion. However, the pixels near the block boundaries are
not modeled well. Fang et al. [36] use color pixels and surrounding
neighbors features to construct the GMMs to detect objects more
effectively at the cost of heavy computational loads. Markov Random Filed (MRF) are widely used in background modeling to
enforce the spatial and temporal contiguity [37], [38], [39]. However, the object boundaries are usually less accurate, or the computational cost is high. For efficiency and effectiveness, we integrate
the Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) based aggregation method
[40] with a robust estimator for a spatially-consistent solution,
and enforce temporally-consistent constraints with a fast edgepreserving optical flow algorithm [41].
Recently superpixels have been exploited in video object segmentation methods for increasing spatial coherency. Both appearance and motion models for each superpixel are used to determine
labels for each pixel with belief propagation [27]. In [28], it first generates coarse foreground segmentations that predict motion regions
by analyzing how superpixels change in consecutive frames; the
segmentations are next refined based on appearance and perceptual
organization on motion regions. A superpixel-based matrix decomposition method [29] is developed to exploit sparsity and structured
foreground constraints for efficient background subtraction. Nevertheless, methods using one single layer of superpixels are still not
effective for foreground objects undergoing large scale changes or
background with dynamic appearance variations. Thus, a background subtraction algorithm based on a superpixel hierarchy is
proposed in this work. Different from the method [30] which simply
captures foregrounds under different scales and averages the
multi-scale segmentations, we use hierarchical GMMs for the background model to handle large scale and dynamic appearance
changes. Through integrating with spatiotemporal cues of superpixels at each scale, we show the proposed algorithm performs favorably in complex scenes at low computational cost.

1.2

Context and Contributions

We propose an algorithm to exploit a superpixel hierarchy for spatiotemporally-consistent background subtraction based on our earlier work [42]. The GMM [8] is used to construct an initial
background estimate at each individual pixel location. An efficient
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MST based aggregation method [40] is integrated with an
M-smoother to refine the initial estimates for a spatially-consistent
solution. The GMMs with spatial constraint are thus robust to both
frequent and sudden changes of pixel values. Compared to the
original GMM [8], the additional computational cost is the MST
based M-smoother, which can be obtained efficiently. Optical flow
estimation is used to extend the proposed MST based M-smoother
to enhance temporal consistency. Since appearance changes almost
always exist in the background regions especially in the outdoor
environments. As a result, we develop a background model based
on a superpixel hierarchy to cope with the noise due to small
motions of background. The main differences between this work
and our earlier results [42] are summarized as follows:

2.2.1

1)

2)

3)

2

Superpixel hierarchy. We propose a background model
based on a superpixel hierarchy, from which the GMMs in
different hierarchies together determine the background
probability for each pixel.
Spatiotemporal model with a hierarchical structure. Enforcing
spatiotemporal constraints on superpixels at each scale,
our hierarchical GMMs can be more effective to account
for appearance changes in dynamic background scenarios.
Extensive performance evaluation. Experimental results on
both synthetic pixel-level SABS [43] and real-world regionlevel ChangeDetection [44] datasets demonstrate that our
proposed algorithm performs favorably against the stateof-the-art methods.

BACKGROUND SUBTRACTION VIA MINIMUM SPANNING
TREE AND OPTICAL FLOW

We briefly review the Gaussian mixture background model and present the pixel-based Spatially-consistent Background Model (SBM).
We then propose the pixel-based SpatioTemporally-consistent Background Model (STBM) for videos.

2.1

Gaussian Mixture Background Model

Stauffer and Grimson [8] model the intensity value of a pixel by a
mixture of Gaussians for background estimation. A pixel is considered to be background only when at least one Gaussians model
includes its pixel value with sufficient and consistent evidence.
The probability of observing a pixel value Ipt at pixel p for frame t is
represented by
P ðIpt Þ

¼

K
X

wtk



 h Ipt ; mtk ; Stk ;

(1)

k¼1

where h is a Gaussian probability density function
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and mtk as well as
is the mean value and the covariance matrix
of the kth Gaussian at time t, respectively. Each pixel is described
by K different Gaussian distributions. To adapt to illumination
changes, the pixel values from the current frame are used to
update the mixture model as long as they can be represented by a
Gaussian model.

2.2
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Using Minimum Spanning Tree

We assume that connected pixels with similar pixel values have
similar background estimates, and thus spatially-consistent background subtraction can be obtained. The similarity between every
two pixels is defined based on the minimax path [45] by treating a
video frame as a undirected graph G ¼ ðV; EÞ. The vertices V are
all image pixels, and the edges E are all the edges between the
nearest neighboring pixels. Each minimax path identifies a region
boundary without high contrast and does not cross the boundary
of any thin-structured homogeneous object. Furthermore, each
minimax path can be efficiently extracted using a minimum spanning tree [46], e.g., the method [47] which has linear time complexity in the number of pixels.
Let dðp; qÞ denote the minimax path between a pair of nodes
fp; qg in the current frame I t , and btp ¼ f0; 1g denote the corresponding binary background estimates at pixel p obtained from a
Gaussian mixture background model. The minimax path dðp; qÞ
(which is symmetric) is then filtered with an M-smoother [48] to
handle outliers in the coarse estimates from a mixture of Gaussians. The refined background estimate is
bt;spatial
¼ arg min
p
i



dðp; qÞ
ji  btq ja :
exp 
s
t

X
q2I

(3)

When a ¼ 1, (3) is a weighted median filter that utilizes the minimax path length based on the underlying regularity of the video
frame. Since btp ¼ f0; 1g, we have
(
bt;spatial
p

¼





P
P
dðp;qÞ
btq > q2I t exp  dðp;qÞ
j1btq j;
1 if
q2I t exp  s
s
0 else:
(4)

Let B denote an image where the pixel value at pixel q is and F t
denote an image where the pixel value at pixel q is j1  btq j at time t.
In addition, let


X
dðp; qÞ t
Bq ;
Bt;#
¼
exp

(5)
p
s
t
t

btq

q2I

and
F t;#
p ¼



dðp; qÞ
F tq ;
exp 
s
t

X
q2I

(6)

denote the weighted aggregation results of image Bt and F t . Thus,
(4) becomes

t;#
1 if Bt;#
q > Fq ;
(7)
¼
bt;spatial
p
0 else.
The background estimate bt;spatial
obtained from the proposed MSTp
based M-smoother is used with the original estimate btp to adjust K
Gaussian distributions, and the only difference is that the distribuor btp classifies pixel p as a
tions remain unchanged if either bt;spatial
p
foreground pixel. The effect from noisy background pixels on
updating distributions can be significantly reduced using the spatially-consistent background estimates.
As shown in Fig. 1b, while part of the moving vehicle on the
bottom right is continuously detected as the background using a
GMM, the proposed MST-based M-smoother uses bt;spatial
as conp
straints to update Gaussian distributions and better detect foreground pixels as shown in Fig. 1c.

Spatially-Consistent Background Modeling

Each pixel in GMM is processed independently and thus less
robust to noise. To better account for both sudden and frequent
intensity changes, we incorporate region cues in the proposed
spatially-consistent background model.

2.2.2

Linear Time Solution

From (7), the main computational load of the proposed
M-smoother lies in the weighted aggregation step in (5) as well as
(6). As a brute-force implementation of the nonlocal aggregation
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Fig. 1. Spatiotemporal background subtraction with a superpixel hierarchy. (a) a video frame extracted from the SABS dataset [43]. (b)-(f) foreground masks obtained from
GMM, the proposed spatially-consistent and spatiotemporally-consistent background model without and with a superpixel hierarchy respectively.

step is computationally expensive, we use the recursive matching
cost aggregation method [40],
Bt;#
p

We simplify (12) by






dðP ðpÞ; pÞ
2  dðp; P ðpÞÞ
 Bt;#
 Bt;"
¼ exp 
þ 1  exp 
p ;
P
ðpÞ
s
s

¼ arg min
bt;temporal
p
i



(8)

¼

where P ðpÞ denotes the parent of node p, and
t
Bt;"
p ¼ Bp þ



dðp; qÞ
 Bt;"
exp 
q :
s
P ðqÞ¼p
X

(9)

Note that for 8-bit gray-scale images, dðP ðpÞ; pÞ 2 ½0; 255
and dðp; qÞ 2 ½0; 255 (when P ðqÞ ¼ p) and thus the values of
expð dðP ðpÞ;pÞ
Þ and expð dðp;qÞ
s
s Þ can be extracted from a single
ðpÞÞ
lookup table, and the value of 1  expð 2dðp;P
Þ can be
s
extracted from another table. Let T1 and T2 denote the two lookup
tables, (8) and (9) can be written as

X

t
Bt;"
p ¼ Bp þ

T1 ½dðp; qÞ  Bt;"
q :

(10)
(11)

ji  bj

j¼1

t;j

pþDp

j;

1 if vtp > 2t ;
0 else.

vtp ¼ vt1 t;t1 þ jbtp j:
pþDp

pþDp

We extend the spatially-weighted M-smoother for background
subtraction to the temporal domain
bt;temporal
¼ arg min
p
i

t X
X
j¼1 qj 2I j

W ðp; qj Þji  bjqj j;

(12)

where the similarity measurement is defined by

W ðp; qj Þ ¼

1 if qj is the correct correspondence of p in frame j;
0 else.
(13)

In (13), W ðp; qj Þ is obtained directly from the optical flow with the
assumption that the background estimates for the same object
appearing in two frames should be identical. As a trade-off
between accuracy and speed, we use the edge-preserving patch
match method [41] in this work.
Let Dt;j
p denote the motion vector between pixel p in frame t and
the corresponding pixel pj ¼ p þ Dt;j
p in frame j, and
vtp ¼

t
X
j¼1

jbj

t;j

pþDp

j:

(14)

(17)

Spatiotemporal Background Model

vtp ¼ vt1 t;t1 þ jbt;spatial
j:
p

2.3 Temporally-Consistent Background Modeling
2.3.1 Using Optical Flow

(16)

A spatiotemporally-consistent background model can be directly
obtained from (15) by replacing btp with the spatially-consistent
background estimates bt;spatial
in (17)
p

P ðqÞ¼p

As only two additions and three multiplications are required at
each pixel location, the proposed algorithm is computationally
efficient.

(15)

A straightforward implementation of (15) is computationally
expensive as the optical flow is estimated between any two frames,
and tðt1Þ
image pairs need to be computed to obtain the motion
2
vectors Dt;j
p for j 2 ½1; t  1. In practice, a recursive implementation
is used to approximate vtp in (14) such that optical flow estimation
is required only between every two successive frames

2.3.2
t;#
t;"
Bt;#
p ¼ T1 ½dðP ðpÞ; pÞ  B P ðpÞ þ T2 ½dðp; P ðpÞÞ  B p ;

t
X

3

(18)

BACKGROUND SUBTRACTION USING SUPERPIXEL
HIERARCHY

We propose an efficient spatiotemporal background subtraction
algorithm based on hierarchical superpixel segmentations to handle inevitable background motion. We first generate a tree using a
superpixel hierarchy. To integrate with the background model
described in Section 2, the segmented superpixels are organized by
a spanning tree. As the number of superpixels in a tree can be arbitrary (from one to image size), the computational complexity of an
efficient segmentation method should be independent of the number of superpixels.
In this work, we use the superpixel hierarchy (SH) method
[49], which has been shown to be computationally efficient. An
input image is represented by a graph where the weights are
dynamically adjusted to extract superpixels. Different from existing superpixel approaches that only generate a fixed number of
superpixels at one time, superpixels of all scales can be generated
concurrently, and those of the same scale conform to a tree
topology. For example, an image of 480  320 pixels can be processed in 31 milliseconds to generate a superpixel hierarchy on a
machine with a 2.3 GHz i7 CPU.
We extend the SH method [49] for background subtraction.
First, we replace the intensity or color features with the Gaussian
mixture model at each pixel. The GMMs serve as the vertices V in
the graph G ¼ ðV; EÞ while the edges E are all the edges between
the nearest neighboring pixels. The edge cost is the KullbackLeibler divergence computed from the two vertices (i.e., two
GMMs) of the edge. Similar to [49], a superpixel hierarchy is
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extracted from this graph based on the Boruvka’s algorithm in
linear time using edge contraction scheme [50].
After constructing an ordered spanning tree, any number of
superpixels can be generated on the fly. The GMMs within a superpixel are merged into a single GMM (representing the corresponding superpixel) using the adaptive method [51] by varying the
number of Gaussians. Thus, a spanning tree in which each vertex
as a GMM is obtained.
A background estimate can be computed from each GMM/
superpixel and then used in the background model presented in
Section 2. Let F ðÞ denote the background model presented in
Section 2, and binit
and bfinal
denote the background estimate
P
P
obtained from the GMM of superpixel P. The background estimate
obtained from F ðÞ for superpixel P is
bfinal
¼ F ðbinit
P Þ:
P

(19)

In practice, it is difficult to choose the optimal number of superpixels to be segmented in an image. As such, we propose to combine
background estimates based on different numbers of superpixels.
The maximum number of superpixels is the image size, and the
number of superpixels is iteratively reduced by half until it is
smaller than a threshold, e.g., 10 in this work. These superpixels
result in a hierarchical segmentation tree, and each scale corresponds to a specific number of superpixels. Nevertheless, the first
few scales (except for the first scale) is not used in order to maintain
both the efficiency and accuracy.
Let Cps denote the mean color of the superpixel at sth scale containing pixel p, and bs;init
as well as bs;final
denote the input and outp
p
put background estimates (at pixel p with sth scale) of the
background model proposed in Section 2, respectively. In this case,
bs;init
and bs;final
are the initial and final background estimates at
p
p
pixel p at scale s, and according to (19)
bs;final
¼ F ðbs;init
Þ:
p
p

(20)

Also let bsp denote the background estimate obtained directly from
the GMM of the corresponding superpixel and assume that there
are N scales (the one at scale N contains the maximum number of
superpixels), we have
bN;init
p

¼

bN
p ;

(21)

b ¼ expð0:5 k Cps ; Cpsþ1 k2 =s 2sh Þ;
bs;init
p

¼ ð1  bÞ 

bsp

þb

bsþ1;final
;
p

(22)
(23)

where s sh is a constant (e.g., 10 in this work). The combined background estimate at pixel p is b1;final
. Figs. 1e and 1f show the backp
ground estimates based on a superpixel hierarchy by the proposed
SBM and STBM. With the use of hierarchical superpixels, both
models can robustly account for the backgrounds with dynamic
appearance changes (e.g., waving trees) and generate better foreground segmentations.
Algorithm 1 summarizes the main steps of the proposed
approach for background subtraction. Note that we also exploit
spatial information and adopt a random strategy to effectively
update the model to alleviate the issues with purely conservative
schemes as suggested in [13].

4

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed background subtraction algorithms are experimentally
validated with a variety of scenes using two benchmark datasets. The
Stuttgart Artificial Background Subtraction (SABS) [43] dataset consists of synthetic video frames, and the ChangeDetection 2012 [44]
dataset contains real-world video frames. Both qualitative and
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quantitative evaluations with the state-of-the-art methods are presented. The methods based on hierarchical superpixels presented in
Section 3 are referred to as the Spatially-consistent Superpixel Hierarchy Background Model (SSHBM) and SpatioTemporally-consistent
Superpixel Hierarchy Background Model (STSHBM). More experimental results are available at http://www.cs.cityu.edu.hk/
mlchen2/publications/st_background/.

Algorithm 1. Spatiotemporal Background Subtraction
Initial:


N ¼ blog2 pixel numbers
c; == number of hierarchy
10
GMMN1 ( first frame;
tc ¼ 1; v1 ½N ¼ 1; == temporally-consistent indicator
Classify and Update:
1:
for each new frame t do
t
2:
construct the MST Tspatial
with pixel color of t;
3:
use optical flow to estimate the motion vector Dt;t1
p
and the corresponding pixels ðp þ Dt;t1
; pÞ;
p
t
4:
construct the second MST Tgmm
with the GMM t1
for obtaining the hierarchical superpixels P½N;
5:
GMMNt ¼ GMMNt1 ;
6:
for s ¼ N; s > 0; s   do
7:
bts ( GMMst ðI t Þ;
8:
if s ¼¼ N then
9:
bt;init
¼ bts ;
s
10:
else
11:
bt;init
¼ ð1  bÞ  bts þ b  bt;final
sþ1 ;
s
12:
end if
t
13:
bt;spatial
( Tspatial
ðbt;init
Þ;
s
s
14:

tc ¼ tc þ 1; vtp ½s ¼ vt1 t;t1 ½s þ bt;spatial
;
p;s

15:

25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:

bt;temporal
¼ vt ½s > tc2 ?1 : 0;
s
bt;final
¼ bt;temporal
;
s
s
t
GMMs1
( mergeðGMMst Þ if s > 1;
end for
== update model
for each pixel p do
if bt;final
¼¼ 0 then
p;1
use Ip to update the GMMpt ;
else
q ¼ getRandomNeighbourðpÞ;
use Iq to update the GMMpt if bt;final
¼¼ 0;
q;1
end if
== reset the indicator for the stationary pixel
set tcp ¼ 1 and vtp ½H ¼ 1 if Dt;t1
¼¼ ð0; 0Þ
p
end for
end for

4.1

Evaluation Metric and Parameter Settings

16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:

pþDp

Each algorithm is evaluated based on the binary segmentation
result at each pixel in terms of True Positive (TP), False Positive
(FP) and False Negative (FN) rates using the ground-truth label.
The F-measure is computed based on both precision P and recall R
RP
TP
by F ¼ 2 RþP
, where P ¼ TPTP
þFP and R ¼ TP þFN . As in the reported

results on the SABS dataset, the maximal F-measures (average
over sequences) are used for evaluation, and the value of s in
Section 2.2 is accordingly set. For all the other experiments, the
value of s is set to 0.1.
On the other hand, the value of s sh in Section 3 is set to 10 to
exploit the background estimates at different superpixel scales.
The results based on this setting show the advantages of the
SSHBM and STSHBM as well as how hierarchical superpixels can
be used to improve background subtraction beyond raw pixels.
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TABLE 1
F-Measures on the SABS Dataset [43]

Evaluation on the SABS Dataset

The SABS dataset contains six image sets with diverse scene
changes designed for performance evaluation of background subtraction methods. The dynamic background set contains frequent or
irregular movements in the background. As the bootstrapping set
has no initialization images, the background subtraction task starts
after the first frame. In the darkening set, the contrast between background and foreground is decreased by varying illumination gradually. The images of the light switch set are recorded with sudden
illumination changes. In the noisy night set, the images are acquired
with a significant amount of sensor noise. Each set contains 600
frames except the darkening and bootstrapping where each has 1,400
frames. All images of 800  600 pixels are captured at fixed
viewpoints.
Table 1 shows the maximal F-measures of the proposed spatiotemporal background subtraction models (SBM, STBM, SSHBM,
and STSHBM) and the reported results by the state-of-the-art methods. Overall, the proposed algorithms perform favorably against
the others on this benchmark dataset. We note the proposed STBM
performs well against the recent method with a bidirectional GMM

NO. 6,

JUNE 2018

[58] in every set. In addition, the extended SSHBM and STSHBM
based on hierarchical superpixels outperform the pixel-based SBM
and STBM for background subtraction.
The precision-recall curves with respect to different challenging
factors are presented in Fig. 2. The proposed STSHBM achieves the
highest recall ratios at the same precision levels with four challenging factors: dynamic background, gradual illumination changes
(darkening), sudden illumination changes (light switch) and sensor
noise (noisy night). Note that region-based background subtraction
methods are less robust to the dynamic background while pixellevel background models are not robust to the sudden illumination
changes and sensor noise. The proposed models exploit the properties of these two approaches to model background changes with
the superpixel hierarchies.

4.3

4.2

VOL. 40,

Evaluation on the ChangeDetection Dataset

All the 31 video sequences in the ChangeDeteciton 2012 dataset
with labeled ground truth are used for performance evaluation.
Similar to the SABS dataset, the video sequences are categorized into six sets based on different challenging factors. The
dynamic background set contains images of outdoor scenes with
significant background motion. The camera jitter set contains
videos captured by moving cameras, and the shadows set contains scenes with different levels of shadows. The intermittent
object motion set contains videos with scenarios known for causing ghost artifacts in the background subtraction. The thermal
set consists of videos captured by far-infrared cameras that
contain significant artifacts.
Table 2 shows the evaluation results of the proposed algorithms
on different subsets in terms of F-measure. While the proposed
SBM and STBM perform well in most categories, the background
models based on pixels are less effective to account for appearance
changes in complex scenes when compared to the state-of-the-art
approaches. The SSHBM and STSHBM with superpixel hierarchies
perform significantly better especially in the dynamic background,
camera jitter, intermittent object motion and shadow sets. Note that
there exist significant appearance changes in the background
regions for all these video sets due to object motion, camera

Fig. 2. Precision-recall curves on the SABS dataset [43] with different challenging factors. The red and dark solid curves show the performance of the proposed spatiotemporal background subtraction algorithms with and without superpixel hierarchy. Overall, the proposed algorithms (especially the STSHBM) perform favorably against
all the other methods.
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F-Measures for the ChangeDetection 2012 Dataset
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TABLE 3
Computational Cost of the Proposed Background Subtraction
Algorithms for QVGA Videos (Milliseconds/Frame)
Proposed

GMM BGMM
[8]
[58]
Method
Time

CPU

CPU

12

5

STBM
SBM
SSHBM
CPU CPU GPU
CPU
15

982

83

54

STSHBM
CPU

GPU

1,020

90

(more than 15 frames per second) can be achieved for QVGA videos with a Tesla K40 GPU.
movement, and lighting. Overall, the proposed STSHBM performs
favorably against the other methods in all these categories. The
SSHBM and STSHBM approaches outperform all the other algorithms on average, which can be attributed to the use of superpixel
hierarchies and proposed spatiotemporal background model.
Fig. 3 shows some sample results from the evaluated background
subtraction methods.

4.4

Computational Cost

The proposed algorithms are evaluated on a machine with a
2.3 GHz Intel Core i7 CPU and 4 GB memory. Similar to [58], the
runtime of the proposed algorithms is evaluated with respect to
the background model based on the GMM [8] in Table 3. The main
additional computational cost of the proposed SSHBM is the use of
the MST-based hierarchical GMM and M-smoother. The computational complexity of this whole superpixel-based hierarchical
GMM and M-smoother is relatively low as discussed in Sections 3
and 2.2. The computational cost of the proposed spatiotemporallyconsistent background subtraction algorithm is much higher due
to the use of optical flow. Nevertheless, real-time performance

5

CONCLUSION

Background subtraction is a fundamental research problem in computer vision. While pixel-based background models process each
pixel independently and efficiently, these methods are not robust to
noise due to sudden illumination changes. Although region-based
background models can better describe scene changes, such
approaches are less robust to frequent appearance variations. We
propose effective and efficient background subtraction models
based on hierarchical superpixel segmentation and robust estimator
to exploit the strength of the two approaches. The proposed algorithms are robust to both frequent and sudden changes of pixel values as demonstrated by the performance evaluation on both SABS
and ChangeDetection datasets against the state-of-the-art methods.
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